how do you spell hamster
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Hamster definition is - any of a subfamily (Cricetinae) of small Old World face restrictions in
Southwest airlines, Royal Caribbean cruises, reports say, 15 Aug. Table of Contents.
Common Misspellings for hamster. Similar spelling words for hamster. Plural for hamster.
Definition for hamster. Anagrams for hamster. I found this information on how the hamster
got it's name and as to why some may spell hamster as hampster instead. Hamsters got their
name. Hamster definition, any of several short-tailed, stout-bodied, burrowing rodents, as
Cricetus cricetus, of Europe and Asia, having large cheek pouches. See more. French
Translation of “hamster” The official Collins English-French Dictionary online. Over French
translations of English words and phrases.
bullandtassel.com i think that its a southern UK thing. most of the folk i know say it that way.
Hamster translated from English to French including synonyms, definitions, and related words.
Need translate hamster to French? Here's how you say it.
hamster - translation to Irish Gaelic and Irish Gaelic audio pronunciation of translations: See
more in New English-Irish Dictionary from Foras na Gaeilge. In Spanish 'hamster' is 'hamster'.
It is a masculine noun. For example: Tenemos un hamster de mascota en casa. (We have a
hamster as pet at home.). A hamster is a rodent that is a popular pet in Germany and other
countries around the world. There are actually 25 different species of hamster, and these.
hamster pronunciation. How to say hamster. Listen to the audio pronunciation in English.
Learn more.
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